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Abstract 22	

Complex behavior requires fast changes of functional connectivity in large-scale cortical networks. 23	

Here, we report on the dynamics of functional coupling across visual, auditory and parietal areas 24	
during a lateralized detection task in the ferret. We hypothesized that fluctuations in coupling, 25	

indicative of dynamic variations in the network state, should be predictive of the animals’ 26	
performance. Analysis of power for hit and miss trials revealed significant differences around 27	
stimulus- and response-onset. In contrast, phase coupling already differed between hits and misses 28	

before stimulus onset, indicating fluctuations in large-scale network connectivity. In particular, higher 29	
phase coupling of visual and auditory regions to parietal cortex was predictive of task performance. 30	

Furthermore, we observed that long-range coupling became more predominant during the task period 31	
compared to the pre-stimulus baseline. Taken together, these results suggest that fluctuations in the 32	
network state, particular with respect to long-range connectivity, are critical determinants of the 33	

animals’ behavior.  34	
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Introduction 35	

The brain continuously integrates information from different sensory systems enhancing its ability to 36	

detect noisy signals, to construct coherent percepts and guide appropriate actions (Stein and Meredith, 37	
1993; Alais et al., 2010; Green and Angelaki, 2010; van Atteveldt et al., 2014). Such processes require 38	

the flexible orchestration of distributed neuronal populations within and across brain areas (Singer and 39	
Gray, 1995; Engel et al., 2001; Fries, 2005; Senkowski et al., 2008; Siegel et al., 2012). It has been 40	
proposed that coordination of distributed neural signals relies on several modes of intrinsically 41	

generated coupling which can involve synchronization of neural phase, correlation of amplitude 42	
envelopes, or phase-amplitude interactions (Raichle, 2010; Canolty and Knight, 2010; Siegel et al., 43	

2012; Engel et al., 2013). Numerous studies have suggested that dynamic neuronal coupling operates 44	
in multiple frequency bands, which seem to be involved in mediating different cognitive functions 45	
(Fries, 2005; Buzsaki, 2006; Engel and Fries, 2010; Jensen and Mazaheri, 2010) or provide different 46	

channels for long-range communication (Bastos et al., 2015; Michalareas et al., 2016). 47	
While substantial advances have been made in recent years in the analysis of dynamic 48	

functional connectivity in data recorded with non-invasive methods such as EEG or MEG (Brookes et 49	
al., 2011a; Siegel et al., 2012; Engel et al., 2013), a more mechanistic understanding requires the study 50	
of multi-site communication by direct recordings from the neural substrate. Approaches for invasive 51	

measurements of dynamic neural interactions are well established at the level of microcircuits (Coulter 52	
et al., 2011; Bastos et al., 2012; Feldmeyer et al., 2013), but addressing large-scale functional 53	

connectivity in relation to task performance or cognitive processing has remained a challenge. 54	
Invasive studies that addressed functional connectivity between distant population in behaving animals 55	

typically have recorded simultaneously only from relatively small numbers of sites. This holds, e.g., 56	
for studies of the coupling between early and higher-order visual cortex, or visual and prefrontal 57	
cortex subserving attentional selection (Womelsdorf and Fries, 2007; Gregoriou et al., 2009; Miller 58	

and Buschman, 2013) or of coupling between frontal and parietal-occipital regions during working 59	
memory (Liebe et al., 2012; Salazar et al., 2012). 60	

However, to study the relation between large-scale network dynamics and behavior multi-site 61	
implants are required that permit simultaneous recordings from extended sets of distributed brain 62	
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areas. Such recordings can be carried out using electrocorticographic (ECoG) arrays which have, 63	

beyond their clinical application, gained in importance in the study of functional network connectivity 64	
in recent years (Crone et al., 2006; Bosman et al., 2012; Keller et al., 2014; Fukushima et al., 2015; 65	
Lewis et al., 2015). 66	

Here, we have employed an ECoG approach to study large-scale functional connectivity, as 67	
reflected in phase coupling of neural oscillations, underlying spatial multisensory processing. Studies 68	

on the relation between phase coupling and multisensory interaction are rare in humans (Keil et al., 69	
2014; Giordano et al., 2017). In animal studies, the potential role of functional connectivity involved 70	
in multisensory interactions has so far been investigated only by multielectrode recordings from the 71	

same cortical areas (Lakatos et al., 2007; Kayser et al., 2008) or by simultaneous recordings from at 72	
most two different regions (Ghazanfar et al., 2008). We have now investigated dynamics during 73	

multisensory processing in a large-scale cortical network involving visual, auditory, somatosensory 74	
and parietal areas using 64-channel ECoG recordings in behaving ferrets. 75	

Ferrets were trained in a 2-alternative-forced-choice paradigm to detect brief auditory and 76	
visual stimuli presented either left or right from the midline. We hypothesized that fluctuations in 77	
coupling, indicative of dynamic variations in the network state, should be predictive of the animals’ 78	

performance. Separate analysis of power for hit and miss trials revealed significant differences around 79	
stimulus and response onset but not for the baseline period before stimulus onset. In contrast, phase 80	

coupling already differed between hits and misses at the baseline, suggesting that fluctuations in 81	
network state are an important factor that determines task performance. Analysis of the topography of 82	
connectivity differences between hits and misses suggested specific patterns. In particular, higher 83	

phase coupling of visual and auditory regions with parietal cortex was predictive of task performance. 84	
Furthermore, we observed that long-range coupling became more predominant during the task period 85	

compared to the pre-stimulus baseline. Our results suggest that fluctuations in the networks state, 86	
particular with respect to long-range connectivity, are critical for task performance during 87	
multisensory processing.  88	
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Results 89	

To investigate neural responses and task-related fluctuations of functional connectivity, we recorded 90	

local field potentials (LFPs) via 64-channel ECoG arrays chronically implanted in four female ferrets 91	
performing an audio-visual detection task (Hollensteiner et al., 2015). Initially, the animals were 92	

handled and accustomed to the experimental setup. Subsequently, they were trained in the detection 93	
task (Fig. 1) to determine unimodal and bimodal psychophysical thresholds, which were quantified by 94	
logistic fits to the response statistics (Fig. 2A). The ECoG was implanted after successful training and 95	

LFP recordings during execution of the acquired behaviors were carried out. 96	
 97	

Behavioral data 98	

The task involved four different types of trials. Stimulus presentation could be unimodal visual (V), 99	
unimodal auditory (A) or a spatiotemporally congruent bimodal audio-visual stimulus combination. 100	
The bimodal combination either consisted of an auditory stimulus of variable amplitude accompanied 101	

by a visual stimulus of constant contrast (Av) or, conversely, a visual stimulus of varying contrast 102	
accompanied by an auditory stimulus of constant amplitude (Va). The intensity value of the constant 103	

stimulus from the respective second modality was set at a level of 75% detection accuracy as 104	
determined during unimodal stimulation. Figure 2 shows an example for the psychometric functions 105	
fitted to the behavioral data for the four conditions. For further analysis, data were taken only from 106	

trials with stimulus intensities at threshold to allow comparisons across conditions and animals (Fig. 107	
2A,B). 108	

To investigate reaction time (RT) difference between unimodal and bimodal trial types, a 109	
paired sample t-test between was run between Av and A, as well as between Va and V trials, 110	

respectively. Responses to bimodal stimulation were, on average, faster than those to unimodal 111	
stimulation (p<0.05). To evaluate whether this effect was driven by the audio or the visual condition, 112	
we computed a repeated one-way analysis of variance (rm-ANOVA), with sensory modality as a main 113	

factor. This revealed a main effect of condition (F(3,12) = 5.3, p<0.05), but post hoc t-tests 114	
(Bonferroni corrected) only revealed significant differences between the A trials and all other 115	

conditions. The population averages of RTs for Av, Va and V were not significantly different (Fig. 116	
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2B). Nevertheless, the population RT mean of V (0.21 sec) was slightly higher compared to Va (0.19 117	

sec) and Av (0.19 sec). The significant difference between the RTs in the A and the Av condition 118	
suggest that there was a multisensory interaction effect leading to improved performance for the 119	
bimodal stimulation. However, our data do not suggest a substantial improvement of visual detection 120	

by a concurrent auditory stimulus. 121	
A major aim of our analysis of the electrophysiological data was to test the relation of power 122	

and functional connectivity to task performance. To this end, we contrasted hit and miss trials. In the 123	
hit trial group, we included all trials with stimulus intensities around 75 % threshold and stimulation 124	
contralateral to the implanted ECoG (265±14 hit trials per animal, mean±SEM). To match the number 125	

of hit trials we used all miss trials (236±45 miss trials per animal) throughout all sessions (15±2 126	
sessions per animal). Miss trials were defined as trials with sensory stimulation but without behavioral 127	

response, i.e., the ferret maintained the centered head position throughout the response window. The 128	
number of false responses, i.e., orientation of the ferret to the side contralateral to the sensory 129	

stimulation, were too few and highly variable across animals (104±58 false responses per animal). 130	
Therefore, these trials were not included in analysis of the electrophysiological data.  131	
 132	

LFP power reflects stimulus processing and response preparation 133	

We hypothesized that spectral characteristics of LFPs immediately before task execution might predict 134	
the animal’s performance. To assess how LFP spectral characteristics evolve during hit, miss and bi- 135	

and unimodal stimulation, we computed the power across in analysis time windows aligned to trial-, 136	
stimulus- and response-onset for each animal individually (Fig. 3). Results of all animals were pooled 137	
after correction for different trial numbers. Power differences between hit and miss trials were 138	

analysed in the theta (4-8 Hz), alpha (8-16 Hz), beta (18-24 Hz), gamma (30-80 Hz) and high-gamma 139	
(80-160 Hz) frequency band across the analysis time windows (Tab. 1). In addition, one-way 140	

ANOVAs were calculated on power values within each frequency band with condition as the main 141	
factor to examine differences related to stimulus type (Suppl. Fig. 1; Suppl. Tab. 1). 142	

Figure 3 shows the grand average spectra and time-frequency representation of power changes 143	

during each analysis time window (baseline, stimulus and response onset) for hit and miss trials. 144	
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During the baseline only the high-gamma frequency-band (80-160 Hz) showed differences with higher 145	

power for miss trials (p<0.05; FDR corrected). Comparison of the average spectra in the stimulus 146	
onset analysis window showed significant reductions for hit and miss trials in the gamma frequency-147	
range (30-160 Hz) compared to baseline (Fig. 3C, Tab. 1). However, hit trials showed significantly 148	

higher power compared to miss trials after stimulus onset in both gamma (p<0.001) and high-gamma 149	
(p<0.001) frequency bands (Fig. 3B). Around response onset, hit trials consistently showed 150	

significantly higher power compared to miss trials in the theta- (p<0.01), alpha- (p<0.01), gamma- 151	
(p<0.001) and high-gamma band (p<0.001). Statistical comparison across analysis time windows 152	
within hit- and miss-trials revealed significant de- and increase in the gamma frequency range 153	

compared to baseline and stimulus onset, respectively (Tab. 1; all p-values, within and across windows 154	
of interest, FDR corrected). 155	

Supplementary Figure 2 shows the topographies of the respective spectral differences between 156	
hit and miss trials. In the baseline window, power topographies showed high spatial uniformity across 157	

all frequency bands. Around stimulus onset, notable differences occurred mainly in the beta band 158	
where, in hit trials, higher beta power occurred in parietal areas. Interestingly, highest regional 159	
differences occurred in the response window. Occipital regions exhibited higher power across all 160	

frequency bands during response onset in miss trials compared to hit trials. In contrast, auditory and 161	
parietal areas showed increased power in lower frequency bands (theta and alpha) for hit trials. An 162	

increase of gamma band power occurred in the response window for hit trials in regions around the 163	
lateral sulcus (Suppl. Fig. 2). 164	
 To investigate stimulus-type dependent effects within hit-trials a one-way ANOVA between 165	

the four conditions (Av, Va, A and V; Suppl. Fig. 1; Suppl. Tab. 1) was calculated. It showed no main 166	
effect in the factor condition across frequency bands during baseline, stimulus or response onset. This 167	

suggests that power changes related to stimulus processing and response preparation did not depend 168	
on the modality of the presented stimulus or on crossmodal interactions.   169	
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Functional connectivity predicts performance 170	

To determine whether functional connectivity predicts the animals’ performance we computed the 171	

PLV between all pairs of ECoG channels for the different frequency bands. PLV analysis was 172	
performed for the same time windows, aligned to baseline, stimulus and response onset, respectively, 173	
as the power analysis reported above. Figure 4 displays the population average PLV spectra for all hit 174	

and miss trials as well as the difference between hits and misses and the relative spectral changes in 175	
the stimulus and response onset window relative to baseline. Paired t-tests were applied between hit 176	

and miss trials within and across all time windows for each frequency band. Within each analysis 177	
window, significantly higher PLV was observed for hits compared to miss trials in all frequency 178	
bands, with exception of the theta band during response onset (p<0.05, FDR corrected) (Fig. 4A). 179	

When compared to the baseline time window, PLV was significanctly reduced in the stimulus 180	
and response onset windows in nearly all frequency bands. Exceptions were in the theta frequency 181	

band for miss trials around stimulus as well as response onset. From stimulus to response onset, there 182	
was an increase in alpha PLV and a decrease of gamma PLV for hit trials, as well as a significant 183	
decrease in high-gamma PLV for both trial groups (Fig. 4A and Tab. 2). 184	

A one-way ANOVA within analysis time windows and frequency bands with Condition as the 185	
main factor revealed differences in PLV between stimulation conditions (Av, Va, A and V; Suppl. Fig. 186	

3). During the baseline period there was no significant effects in the main factor condition in the theta 187	
frequency band (F(3, 44) = 2.46, p>0.05). However, starting with the alpha (F(3, 76) = 4.98, p=0.003), 188	

beta (F(3, 60) = 3.71, p=0.016), gamma (F(3, 412) = 31.89, p<0.001) and high-gamma (F(3, 652) = 189	
56.99, p<0.001) frequency bands, there was a main effect in Conditions. This effect persisted also for 190	
the windows around stimulus onset (theta: F(3, 44) = 1.23, p>0.05; alpha: F(3, 76) = 3.74, p=0.015; 191	

beta: F(3, 60) = 3.5, p=0.021; gamma: F(3, 412) = 26.12, p<0.001; high-gamma: F(3, 652) = 55.67, 192	
p<0.001) and response onset (theta: F(3, 44) = 2.31, p>0.05; alpha: F(3, 76) = 3.63, p=0.017; beta: 193	

F(3, 60) = 3.67, p=0.017; gamma: F(3, 412) = 25.12, p<0.001; high-gamma: F(3, 652) = 51.24, 194	
p<0.001). Furthermore, post hoc t-test confirmed a constant pattern of significant differences between 195	
conditions (Suppl. Tab. 2-4). Interestingly, for hit trials connectivity was higher in the A and Av 196	
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conditions than in the V condition, and there was a trend for connectivity in bimodal Va trials to be 197	

higher than in unimodal V trials (Suppl. Fig. 3). 198	
In summary, our analysis of functional connectivity revealed significant differences between 199	

hits and misses already in the baseline period. The differences between hit and miss trials in PLV 200	

occurred over a broad range of frequencies across all analysis time windows. Importantly, this is in 201	
contrast to the power differences between hits and misses, which were not observed before stimulus 202	

onset and spectrally more confined. This suggests that the observed power changes predominantly 203	
reflect differences in local computations within sensory systems, whereas the changes observed in 204	
PLV indicate fluctuations in network state involving multiple frequency bands that relate to the 205	

animals’ performance. 206	
 207	

Large-scale coupling shows specific changes during the task  208	

To examine functional connectivity in relation to the topography of cortical areas, we assigned the 209	
data of each ECoG contact to a distinct region based on the functional map of cortical areas from 210	
Bizley et al. (2007) (see Methods) and constructed functional connectivity matrices accordingly (Fig. 211	

5). Cortical areas were grouped in three functional systems, comprising visual (areas 17, 18, 19, 20, 212	
21), auditory (areas A1, AAF, ADF, PPF and PSF), and parietal areas (SSY, PPc, PPr, S2). 213	

Differences between hit and miss trials were expressed using the sensitivity index (d’).  214	
In line with the grand average PLV results, the connectivity matrices generally display 215	

positive d’ values and, thus, higher functional connectivity for hit compare to miss trials. (Fig. 5). This 216	
effect was most prominent during the baseline window and decreased during the stimulus window. For 217	
the alpha, gamma and high-gamma band, the PLV difference between hit and miss trials increased 218	

again in the response window. Generally, connections between early sensory cortices and parietal 219	
cortex displayed the highest differences between hit and miss trials, in particular during the baseline 220	

window (Fig. 5; Suppl. Fig. 4). 221	
The topography of functional connectivity changes was further analyzed by contrasting 222	

between-system and within-system interactions (Fig. 6; Suppl. Fig. 4). For hit trials, interactions 223	

between the three functional systems were stronger than functional connections within the respective 224	
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system. Regarding the within-system connectivity, the auditory system showed the lowest d’. In the 225	

period from baseline to stimulus-onset, the strength of d’ decreased across all frequency bands. With 226	
response onset the spectral profile of d’ became more heterogeneous. In the theta-band d’ decreased 227	
further, whereas it remained unaltered in the beta-band, and increased in the alpha-, gamma- and high-228	

gamma band. 229	
For statistical analysis, we averaged PLV d’ values and derived the difference of d’ values 230	

between long-range (between-system) and short-range (within-system) connectivity and calculated 231	
statistics across analysis time windows for each frequency band (Fig. 6; for statistics across systems 232	
and within analysis time windows and frequency see Suppl. Fig. 4 and Suppl. Tab. 5; for modality 233	

specific statistics see Suppl. Fig. 5). To reveal dynamic effects within frequency bands of interest a 234	
one-way ANOVA with time window as the main factor was computed. There was no main effect in 235	

the theta band (F(2, 6) = 4.39, p>0.05). The ANOVA exposed significant effects for the main factor 236	
time window (alpha (F(2, 12) = 17.17, p<0.001; beta (F(2, 9) = 14.43, p=0.002; gamma (F(2, 75) = 237	

3.71, p<0.001; high-gamma (F(2, 120) = 17.94, p<0.001). Post hoc t-tests revealed significant 238	
differences between baseline and stimulus-onset for all frequency bands with the main effect (alpha: 239	
p=0.011; beta: p=0.002; gamma: p<0.001; high-gamma: p<0.001), between stimulus and response 240	

onset for the gamma frequency range (gamma: p=0.009; high-gamma: p<0.001) and between baseline 241	
and response-onset in the alpha- (p<0.001) and beta- (p=0.006) frequency bands (Bonferroni 242	

corrected). 243	
Taken together, comparison of functional connectivity between and within cortical systems 244	

across the different analysis time windows revealed that between- compared to within-system 245	

connectivity was stronger during the task period compared to the pre-stimulus baseline. In hit trials, 246	
phase coupling was higher between systems in the gamma frequency range during stimulus onset 247	

compare to baseline and response onset. Furthermore, low frequency (alpha and beta) coupling 248	
between systems increased around response onset in hit trials compared to miss trials. These results 249	
suggest that fluctuations in the networks state, particular with respect to long-range connectivity, are 250	

related to task performance.  251	
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Discussion 252	

This study has aimed at investigating the cortical network dynamics underlying performance in a 253	

multisensory detection task. The main focus of our analysis was on the relation between functional 254	
connectivity and task performance. We have used an ECoG approach to record a large-scale network 255	

comprising visual, auditory, somatosensory and parietal areas in behaving animals over extended time 256	
periods. We hypothesized that fluctuations in power and coupling, indicative of dynamic variations in 257	
the network state, should be predictive of the animals’ performance. In line with this hypothesis, our 258	

data show that pre-trial baseline connectivity predicts the animals’ performance, suggesting that 259	
fluctuations in coupling across the network lead to variability in behavior. In contrast, local signal 260	

power in the pre-trial baseline does not predict hits and misses. Analysis of the topography of 261	
connectivity differences between hits and misses suggested specific patterns. In particular, higher 262	
phase coupling of visual and auditory regions to parietal cortex was predictive of task performance. 263	

Furthermore, we analyzed the ratio between long- and short-range functional connectivity across the 264	
different task phases. We observed that long-range coupling became more predominant during the task 265	

period compared to the pre-stimulus baseline and changed its spectral profile over the course of the 266	
trials. 267	
 268	

Investigating large-scale network dynamics 269	

A large number of studies have shown that large-scale functional connectivity is highly relevant for 270	
cognition and behavior (Engel et al., 2001; Varela et al., 2001; Fries, 2005; Engel and Fries, 2010; 271	

Siegel et al., 2012). In particular, phase coupling has been suggested to serve the routing of 272	
information through cortical networks and to promote selective communication between distant brain 273	

areas (Engel et al., 2001; Fries, 2005; Womelsdorf et al., 2007). In the human brain, studies of large-274	
scale network dynamics have remained challenging, although substantial advances have been made 275	
with non-invasive methods such as EEG or MEG (Brookes et al., 2011a; Siegel et al., 2012; Engel et 276	

al., 2013; O’Neill et al., 2017). In animal studies, a substantial number of investigations have 277	
addressed functional connectivity between distant populations, but these have typically been restricted 278	

to recordings from a relatively small number of sites (Buschman and Miller, 2007; Gregoriou et al., 279	
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2009; Salazar et al., 2012). However, in order to capture large-scale network dynamics and 280	

fluctuations of functional connectivity across multiple regions, implants are required that permit 281	
simultaneous recordings from extended sets of brain areas. 282	

To this end, ECoG arrays have gained importance in recent years (Crone et al., 2006; Keller et 283	

al., 2014; Fukushima et al., 2015; Lewis et al., 2015). Beyond their clinical application, ECoG arrays 284	
are ideally suited for the study of functional connectivity in networks underlying cognitive and 285	

sensorimotor functions. In patients, phase coupling across brain areas has been investigated using 286	
ECoGs in a variety of perceptual and cognitive tasks, providing supportive evidence for the notion that 287	
long-range synchronization of oscillatory signals has a functional role (Canolty and Knight, 2010; Fox 288	

et al., 2018). In monkeys, ECoG recordings have been applied to study phase coupling between early 289	
and higher-order visual areas serving attentional selection (Bosman et al., 2012; Bastos et al., 2015). 290	

In rodents, ECoG approaches have been employed to investigate patterns of synchrony in visual cortex 291	
(Toda et al., 2018). We have recently used ECoG implants to investigate phase coupling during 292	

spontaneously occurring state changes in the ferret (Stitt et al., 2017).   293	
For studies chronically implanted animals, ECoG arrays are advantageous because of the long-294	

term stability of the implant and the recorded signals (Rubehn et al., 2009; Bosman et al., 2012; Bastos 295	

et al., 2015; Stitt et al., 2017). Thus, they permit repetitive and long-term tracking of brain activity and 296	
the investigation of spatiotemporal neural patterns under a broad variety of experimental conditions. 297	

Another advantage is the higher signal-to-noise ratio of the recorded local field potential signals. 298	
Furthermore, it has been shown that high-resolution ECoG arrays with sufficiently small contacts also 299	
permit the recording of spikes from the cortical surface (Khodagholy et al., 2016; Bockhorst et al., 300	

2018).  301	
Despite the fact that the ECoG array in this study covered only the posterior half of the 302	

cortical hemisphere, it enabled us to record from an extended network of cortical areas involving 303	
visual, auditory, somatosensory and parietal areas, allowing to investigate large-scale network 304	
dynamics during trained behavior over a large number of recording sessions. In addition to the 305	

advantages mentioned above, a key feature in the present study was the possibility to simultaneously 306	
monitor several different functional systems. Since our micro-ECoG array also allowed recordings 307	
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from multiple areas within the same cortical system, this approach enabled a systematic comparison of 308	

within-system and between-system functional connectivity as a function of the animals’ behavior.  309	
 310	

Relation of large-scale connectivity to task performance 311	

A key goal of this study was to investigate the relation between phase coupling and performance of the 312	

animal in the detection task, with the aim to provide further evidence for the functional relevance of 313	
synchrony across cortical populations. A number of different approaches have been used to capture the 314	

relation between large-scale connectivity and task performance. In humans, phase coupling has been 315	
increasingly studied using EEG or MEG in recent years (Fell and Axmacher, 2011; Siegel et al., 2012; 316	
O’Neill et al., 2017), enabled by progress in source localization techniques and in connectivity 317	

methods that allow to remove spurious coupling resulting from volume conduction (Nolte et al., 2004; 318	
Gross et al., 2001; Brookes et al., 2011a; Hipp et al., 2012). Using these approaches, coherence of 319	

different brain areas has been observed during cognitive tasks involving perceptual selection (Hipp et 320	
al 2011), attentional selection (Siegel et al., 2008; Michalareas et al., 2016), working memory 321	
(Brookes et al., 2011b) or speech processing (Giraud and Poeppel, 2012; Giordano et al., 2017).  322	

Animal investigations have elucidated the relation between large-scale connectivity and task 323	
performance on different spatial and temporal scales. Early studies performig multi-site recordings in 324	

chronically implanted animals demonstrated a relation of neural synchrony to sensorimotor processing 325	
(Bernasconi et al., 2000; Roelfsema et al., 1997). Long-range phase coupling in various frequency 326	

ranges has been shown to be related to attentional selection and working memory processes in the 327	
monkey (Gregoriou et al., 2009; Salazar et al., 2012; Liebe et al., 2012; Bosman et al., 2012; 328	
Saalmann et al., 2012; Bastos et al., 2015). Importantly, recordings in monkeys suggest that 329	

feedforward and feedback signaling between cortical areas are mediated by distinct frequency 330	
channels, i.e., gamma coupling is likely to subserve feedforward whereas lower-frequency coupling 331	

seems to be involved in feedback signaling (Buschman and Miller, 2007; Bastos et al., 2015).  332	
Our ECoG approach enabled us to investigate dynamic large-scale connectivity between 333	

functional cortical systems during a spatial detection task. Our data show that phase coupling, in 334	

contrast to local power, is already different between hit and miss trials in the pre-trial baseline, 335	
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suggesting that fluctuations in network state may be an imported factor that determines task 336	

performance. The data indicate that stronger phase coupling in the network may lead to higher 337	
efficiency of stimulus processing and response preparation. This is in line with earlier studies that 338	
have demonstrated that increased synchrony enhances communication across brain areas, e.g., in the 339	

context of attention (Fries, 2005; Bosman et al., 2012). Enhanced functional connectivity seems 340	
important to link task-relevant modalities to areas involved in selection of responses (Siegel et al., 341	

2012; Miller and Buschman, 2013). Indeed, we find that stronger phase coupling of early sensory to 342	
parietal areas was predictive of task performance (Suppl. Fig. 4).  343	

Interestingly, no clear frequency specificity was apparent in performance-predictive phase 344	

coupling as observed in previous studies. We did not observe the typical signatures of vigilance- or 345	
attention-related fluctuations characterized by an increase in higher frequency components and a 346	

decrease in low frequenciy bands (Hanslmayr et al., 2007; Siegel et al., 2008; Bosman et al., 2012). 347	
Importantly, we also did not observe classical signatures of arousal changes in local signal power, 348	

since we did not see spectral differences between hit and miss trials in the pre-stimulus baseline in the 349	
recorded cortical areas. 350	

Although the average connectivity differences between hits and misses had a rather broad 351	

spectral profile, a closer analysis of the contrast between long-range and local connections revealed an 352	
interesting pattern (Fig. 6). The comparison of functional connectivity between and within cortical 353	

systems across the different analysis time windows revealed that long-range compared to short-range 354	
connectivity was stronger during the task period compared to the pre-stimulus baseline. In hit trials, 355	
between-system phase coupling in the gamma frequency range was higher during stimulus onset 356	

compared to baseline and response onset. In contrast, in low frequency (alpha and beta) ranges 357	
between-system coupling increased around response onset in hit trials compared to miss trials.  358	

Although we did not employ directed connectivity measures such as Granger causality to 359	
distinguish between bottom-up and top-down information flows (Bastos et al., 2015), these data 360	
suggest the possibility that, during stimulus processing, higher frequency interactions predominate in 361	

successful trials, which might reflect stronger bottom-up signaling. This could relate to attentional 362	
gating, allowing information to pass through the network to higher areas. In contrast, the 363	
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predominance of low-frequency interactions in the epoch around reponse onset might indicate stronger 364	

top-down information flow (Bastos et al., 2015). Alternatively, in that phase of the trial, parts of the 365	
network could already return to a default state dominated by low frequency oscillations. Analysis of 366	
directed connectivity would be required to further test these hypotheses. Averaged across areas, 367	

spectral differences between connections with dominant bottom-up and top-down information flows 368	
might average out and, thus, yield the broad spectral profile of connectivity changes observed in the 369	

present analysis.  370	
 371	

Functional connectivity and multisensory processing 372	

As discussed above, dynamic functional coupling likely constitutes a mechanism for integration of 373	

distributed neural signals. This holds, in particular, for perceptual integration within individual sensory 374	
modalities (Singer and Gray, 1995; Singer, 1999; Engel et al., 2001; Fries, 2005; Arnal et al., 2015; 375	

Ploner et al., 2017). It has been suggested that similar mechanisms might operate for the integration of 376	
information across different sensory systems. Thus, multisensory interactions might involve dynamic 377	
coupling of oscillatory signals arising in different cortical systems (Senkowski et al., 2008; Talsma et 378	

al., 2010). In the human brain, the vast majority of studies on neural oscillations and crossmodal 379	
processing have focused on local power changes, and only few investigations have addressed the 380	

relation between multisensory processing and functional coupling (Keil et al., 2014; Giordano et al., 381	
2017). Using a data-driven approach for analysis of functional coupling in the human EEG, we could 382	

recently demonstrate that coherence in networks involving parietal and sensorimotor areas predicts 383	
performance in a visuotactile matching task (Wang et al., 2018).  384	

A number of studies in monkeys have investigated functional connectivity during 385	

multisensory tasks. Thus, simultaneous recordings from auditory cortex and superior temporal sulcus 386	
revealed increased coherence during congruent auditory and visual stimulation (Maier et al., 2008). 387	

Another study showed that interactions mediated by coherent gamma band oscillations between these 388	
areas are involved in crossmodal integration of information related to faces and voices (Ghazanfar et 389	
al., 2008). An interesting mechanism that might also contribute to multisensory integration has been 390	

suggested by studies demonstrating that phase-resetting of oscillatory activity in sensory areas can 391	
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occur under the influence of stimuli from a different sensory modality (Lakatos et al., 2007; Kayser et 392	

al., 2008; Schroeder and Lakatos, 2009).  393	
While these in-vivo studies investigated multisensory interactions only by recordings from the 394	

same cortical areas or by simultaneous recordings from at most two different regions, our study has 395	

addressed multisensory networks at a larger scale involving visual, auditory and parietal cortical 396	
regions. While our data clearly demonstrate a relation of functional connectivity to task performance, 397	

we did not obtain evidence for stimulus-specific changes of coupling between visual and auditory 398	
areas. Behaviorally, we observed audiovisual interaction effects reflected in a shortening of reaction 399	
times for bimodal compared to unimodal stimulus detection. However, there were no strong 400	

connectivity difference related to these multisensory interaction effects. Rather, our findings show 401	
broadband coupling between visual, auditory and parietal areas, which gets stronger before hits 402	

compared to instances where the animal fails to detect the stimulus. Interestingly, connectivity in 403	
auditory hit trials was higher than in visual hit trials and, in the visual conditions, there was a trend for 404	

higher connectivity in bimodal compared to unimodal trials (Suppl. Fig. 3).  405	
The absence of profound connectivity effects related to multisensory interaction may relate to 406	

the nature of the task used in our study, which did not require integration of features across modalities, 407	

but only the rapid detection of highly transient stimuli. Nonetheless, our connectivity data support the 408	
notion that significant functional coupling can occur already between early sensory areas, suggesting 409	

that multisensory integration can already occur at early processing stages and does not solely rely on 410	
binding of information at higher processing levels (Bizley et al., 2007; Lakatos et al., 2007; Senkowski 411	
et al., 2008). This is in line with anatomical data suggesting that direct projections from primary 412	

auditory to visual cortices can enable functional coupling supporting early multisensory interactions 413	
(Bizley et al., 2015). 414	

 415	

Network state and behavioral variability 416	

A key result of our study is that phase coupling differed between hit and miss trials already in ongoing 417	
activity before stimulus onset. Interestingly, local power in the pre-trial baseline did not differ between 418	

hits and misses. Our data suggest that fluctuations in the network state occur which lead to variability 419	
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in the animals’ behavior, and that these state changes are primarily reflected in shifts of long-range 420	

connectivity, rather than changes in the dynamics of local populations. 421	
Variability in ongoing activity has been addressed in numerous studies which showed that pre-422	

stimulus activity can influence sensory processing and behavior. Early studies assumed that ongoing 423	

neural activity corresponds to noise resulting from random signal fluctuations without any functional 424	
relevance (Zohary et al., 1994; Shadlen et al., 1996). However, this view is defeated by evidence 425	

showing that ongoing activity carries information and can shape the processing of stimuli (Arieli et al., 426	
1996; Galindo-Leon et al., 2019). Abundant evidence is available that oscillatory temporal patterning 427	
of ongoing activity is important for sensory and cognitive processes (Busch et al., 2009; Keil et al., 428	

2014). One relevant mechanism is that the ongoing neuronal oscillations can amplify or diminish local 429	
responses depending on whether inputs arrive during phases of high or low excitability (Fries et al., 430	

2001; Engel et al., 2001; Lakatos et al., 2007). Such fluctuations of ongoing activity do not occur only 431	
locally, but are strongly synchronized across spatially distributed neuronal populations (Steriade et al., 432	

1996; Stitt et al., 2017; Fischer et al., 2018). 433	
Phase coupling of oscillations in pre-stimulus epochs has been shown both in animal and 434	

human studies to predict perception and performance in cognitive tasks. For instance, studies in 435	

monkey visual cortex indicate that fluctuations in gamma-band phase coupling modulates the speed at 436	
which animals can detect a behaviourally relevant stimulus change (Womelsdorf et al., 2006). EEG 437	

studies in humans provide convergent evidence that pre-stimulus fluctuations in phase coupling can 438	
modulate target detection (Hanslmayr et al., 2007). Furthermore, intrinsic fluctuations of phase 439	
coupling is associated with fluctuations in perceptual states in ambiguous stimulus settings. 440	

Fluctuations in beta-band or gamma-band phase coupling have been shown to predict the perceptual 441	
state in ambiguous sensory paradigms (Rose and Büchel, 2005; Hipp et al., 2011) and decision making 442	

in near-threshold stimulation regimes (Donner et al., 2009). Our current results corroborate and extend 443	
this evidence by showing that, at perceptual threshold, detection of the lateralized stimuli by the 444	
animals is biased by phase coupling in the pre-stimulus interval. A novel element in our approach is 445	

the ability to simultaneously monitor numerous cortical areas, enabling us to quantify within-system 446	
and between-system interactions and to characterize these in a spectrally resolved manner. Our 447	
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analysis showed that, in particular, long-range connectivity between different functional systems was 448	

related to successful stimulus detection. This is in line with the hypothesis that long-range phase 449	
coupling may serve efficient transmission of task-relevant information in sensorimotor networks 450	
(Engel et al., 2001; Fries, 2005; Womelsdorf et al., 2007). 451	

Our results also support the view that characterization of brain state changes strongly benefits 452	
from inclusion of connectivity analyses. The observation that changes in network state are reflected, in 453	

particular, in fluctuations of large-scale connectivity is in line with results of other recent studies. 454	
Supportive evidence has been obtained in studies on the human brain (He et al., 2008; Supp et al., 455	
2011). Using the same ECoG recording approach for the study of ongoing activity, we have observed 456	

that functional connectivity shows state-dependent reconfiguration which can also involve shifts in the 457	
ratio between short- and long-range interactions (Stitt et al., 2017; Fischer et al., 2018). These findings 458	

raise the question of possible mechanisms that might modulate large-scale functional connectivity in a 459	
state- and task-dependent manner. Possible candidates are changes in the output of ascending 460	

neuromodulatory systems (Harris and Thiele, 2011). Phase coupling has long been known to be 461	
influenced by neuromodulators (Steriade et al., 1993). For instance, activation of cholinergic brain 462	
stem nuclei has been shown to enhance gamma-band phase coupling in cortical networks (Munk et al., 463	

1996). Neuropharmacological evidence suggests, furthermore, that noradrenergic brain stem inputs 464	
can modulate large-scale functional connectivity in cortex (van den Brink et al., 2018). 465	

 466	

Conclusion 467	

Our study has demonstrated functional coupling across visual, auditory and parietal areas during a 468	
lateralized detection task in the ferret. Analysis of power for hit and miss trials revealed significant 469	

differences around stimulus and response onset. In contrast, phase coupling already differed between 470	
hits and misses at baseline, suggesting fluctuations in large-scale network connectivity. In particular, 471	

higher phase coupling of visual and auditory regions to parietal cortex was predictive of task 472	
performance. We observed that long-range coupling became more predominant during the task period 473	
compared to the pre-stimulus baseline. Taken together, these results suggest that fluctuations in the 474	

network state, particular with respect to long-range connectivity, are critical determinants of the 475	
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animals’ behavior. Future studies might address the relation to the underlying structural connectivity 476	

and the mechanisms that give rise to the observed variability of phase coupling. Furthermore, analyses 477	
of directed coupling might elucidate the interplay of bottom-up and top-down interactions during 478	
network states predictive of task performance.  479	
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Materials and Methods 480	

Animals 481	

Data were recorded in four adult female ferrets (Mustela putorius furo) trained on a two-alternative 482	

forced-choice task involving lateralized detection of visual and auditory stimuli that we have 483	
established previously (Hollensteiner et al., 2015). All experiments were approved by the independent 484	

Hamburg state authority for animal welfare (BUG-Hamburg) and were performed in accordance with 485	
the guidelines of the German Animal Protection Law. 486	
 487	

Sensory stimulation 488	

All experiments were carried in a dark sound-attenuated chamber (Acoustair, Moerkapelle, 489	
Netherlands). Visual and auditory stimuli were generated with the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 490	

1997). Visual stimuli were presented on an LCD monitor (Samsung SyncMaster 2233, frame rate 100 491	
Hz) placed 20cm in front of the animal. Auditory stimuli were generated digitally with a sample rate 492	
of 96 kHz and delivered through two Beyerdynamic T1 speakers. Auditory stimuli consisted of white 493	

noise bursts of 100 ms duration and were presented with intensities between 2 to 62 dB SPL. Visual 494	
stimuli consisted of circular gratings (22.5 °, 0.2 cycles / °, 5 Hz) with Michelson contrast (Cm) 495	

between 0 and 0.38. A static random noise pattern located in the center of the screen was presented to 496	
indicate trial onset by a decrease in contrast. Multisensory stimuli consisted of both stimulation types 497	
presented simultaneously. 498	

 499	

Training 500	

Initially, ferrets were handled and accustomed to the experimental setup (Fig. 1A). Subsequently, they 501	

were trained in the spatial detection task, and unimodal as well as crossmodal psychophysical 502	
thresholds were estimated. In the task, we used a crossmodal approach that bears on established 503	
unimodal training paradigms (e.g. Nodal et al., 2008). Animals were restricted from access to water 504	

for a period of 8 hours before the measurements, and conditioned by using water rewards during the 505	
task. In the first phase of the study, the animals were trained to detect unimodal auditory and visual 506	

stimuli presented in a randomized fashion. Auditory and visual unimodal detection thresholds were 507	
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determined using 20 different stimulus amplitudes (auditory: 2-62 dB SPL; visual: 0-0.38 Cm) in a 1 508	

down / 3 up staircase procedure (Kaernbach, 1991). Next, unimodal and bimodal thresholds were 509	
assessed in a combined approach, using the previously determined unimodal thresholds to adjust the 510	
test parameters (for details of the procedure see Hollensteiner et al., 2015). Subsequently, the ferrets 511	

were accustomed to electrophysiological recordings during the detection task with a reduced set of 512	
stimulus amplitudes (eight per modality), adjusted to the individual psychometric functions to acquire 513	

a higher number of trials in the performance range of interest around 75% accuracy. 514	
 515	

Detection task 516	

The trial schedule of the detection task is shown in Figure 1B and 3A. To initialize a trial, the ferret 517	

had to maintain a central head position to break the central light-barrier for 500 ms. This caused the 518	
static random noise pattern in the center of the screen to decrease in contrast informing the animal that 519	

the window for stimulus presentation (from 0 to 1000 ms after trial onset) had started. During this 520	
interval, the animal had to further maintain its central head position. A stimulus was presented for 100 521	
ms on either the left or the right side. Stimulus presentation could be unimodal visual (‘V’), unimodal 522	

auditory (‘A’) or a temporally congruent bimodal audio-visual stimulus combination. This 523	
combination either consisted of a variable auditory stimulus accompanied by a visual stimulus of 524	

constant contrast (‘Av’) or, conversely, a visual stimulus of varying contrast supported by an auditory 525	
stimulus of constant amplitude (‘Va’). The intensity value of the accompanying second stimulus with 526	

constant amplitude was set at a level of 75% accuracy. After stimulus offset, the animal had to respond 527	
within 700 ms by moving its head to the stimulated side; otherwise, the trial was considered as a miss 528	
(no response). If the response was correct the animal received a water reward (~80 µl) from a spout at 529	

the stimulus position and could immediately start the next trial. If the response occurred prematurely 530	
(before stimulus onset or within 100 ms after stimulus onset), was incorrect (wrong side) or omitted 531	

(no response), the trial was immediately terminated, followed by a 2000 ms interval during which no 532	
new trial start could be initialized.	 	533	
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Implantation and alignment of ECoG array 534	

Micromachining technology (Rubehn et al., 2009) was used to design and implement an ECoG array 535	

that matched the anatomy of the ferret brain (Fig. 7). Each thin-film (10µm) polymide-foil ECoG 536	
contained 64 platinum electrodes with a diameter of 250 µm, each, arranged in a hexagonal formation 537	
at an inter-electrode distance of 1.5 mm. 538	

The surgical procedure for the implantation of the ECoG array started with an initial injection 539	
of anesthesia (ketamine 15 mg/kg and medetomidine 0.08 mg/kg) and additional ketamine (20 mg/kg) 540	

was supplied during surgery. The animal was freely breathing throughout the implantation. 541	
Physiological parameters such as the electrocardiogram (ECG) and rectal temperature were monitored 542	
throughout the surgery. All surgical procedures were performed under sterile conditions. After the 543	

operating field was prepared, a craniotomy was performed using a saline-cooled ultrasonic microsaw 544	
(Mectron) in order to expose the posterior half of the left cerebral hemisphere. The dura was carefully 545	

removed and the ECoG array was gently placed on the surface of the cortex such that it covered 546	
occipital, temporal and parietal areas (Fig. 7D). The dura was then folded back over the ECoG array 547	
and an absorbable artificial dura was placed above the ECoG, covering the trepanation to full extent. 548	

The excised piece of bone was fixed back in place with titanium plates and screws and subsequently 549	
the gaps were filled with fast set absorbable bone putty. Finally, the ECoG’s connector was placed on 550	

top of the skull and fixed in place with titanium screws and dental acrylic. After the surgery, the 551	
animals received analgesics (carprofen, 4mg/kg) and antibiotics (enrofloxacin, 5 mg/kg) for at least 7 552	

days. To align electrode positions across animals, the ECoG array placement and the cortical 553	
parcellation introduced by Bizley et al. (2007) was utilized (Fig. 7B). For each animal, the exact 554	
ECoG array position over the posterior cortex was photographically documented during surgery. The 555	

locations of all 64 ECoG electrodes were then projected onto a scaled illustration of a ferret model 556	
brain. Each electrode was then mapped to the underlying cortical area.  557	
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Electrophysiological recordings 558	

Local field potentials (LFPs) were digitized at 1.4 kHz and sampled simultaneously with a 64-channel 559	

AlphaLab SnR recording system (Alpha Omega Engineering, Israel). The high pass filter was set at 560	
0.1 Hz and the low pass filter at 357 Hz. 561	
 562	

Data analysis and preprocessing 563	

To reveal dynamic neurophysiological processes along the trial time line, we analyzed spectral power 564	
and functional connectivity in the LFPs recorded during the task. To ensure comparability across 565	

animals and modalities, only trials with an accuracy of 75±10 % were considered in all 566	
electrophysiological analyses. Furthermore, this selection of trials ensured better comparability 567	
between all four modalities because the value that was fixed during the bimodal stimulation was set at 568	

a level of 75 % accuracy for all stimulation amplitudes. To assess a sufficient amount of right side 569	
trials (i.e., trials with stimulus presentation contralateral to the implanted hemisphere) per modality in 570	

the 75 % accuracy range, trials collected on different days were pooled; see Hollensteiner et al. (2015) 571	
for non-stationarity effects across sessions.	572	

All offline data analysis was performed using custom scripts in Matlab (The Mathworks Inc, 573	

MA). The hardware-filtered LFP signals were band-pass filtered with a phase-preserving fourth-order 574	
Butterworth filter between 2 and 200 Hz. Next, band-stop Butterworth filters at 49-51, 99-101 and 575	

149-151 Hz were applied to notch the line noise. Following, the continuous LFP signals were cut into 576	
epochs aligned to trial, stimulus and response onset. In each of these analysis time windows data was 577	

cut from 500 ms pre- to 500 ms post-onset, with 500 ms real data padding on each side to prevent edge 578	
artifacts in frequency space. Afterwards, we applied independent component analysis (Hyvärinen and 579	
Oja, 2000) to the concatenated analysis window data in order to detect ECG, muscle and eye blink 580	

artifacts. Subsequently, we re-referenced the LFP time series of each ECoG contact with the LFP time 581	
series of its right neighbor. This processing step created 55 virtual electrodes from the 64 recorded 582	

contacts. The virtual electrode position was derived from the difference of both real electrode 583	
positions. Subsequently, the oscillatory signal components of unimodal and bimodal trials where 584	
analyzed using spectral decomposition. 585	
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 586	

Spectral power analysis 587	

Channel-wise spectral power was computed by taking the square of the absolute value of time 588	
frequency estimates. Spectra were computed for all three analysis time windows using a Hanning 589	
window approach (2-200 Hz, 2 Hz steps, 500 ms window; for the LFP spectrogram the window was 590	

shifted from –500 ms to 500 ms around the window of interest) in 1 ms steps. 591	
 592	

Functional connectivity 593	

To estimate phase synchronization between ECoG signals, we calculated the PLV (Lachaux et al., 594	

1999) across all frequencies (2-200 Hz). In general, the instantaneous phase ! was extracted from the 595	

analytic signals that were produced by the Fourier transform of the convolution of the ECoG time 596	

series with the Hanning window. The PLV between channels A and B at carrier frequency ! is defined 597	

as follows: 598	

  599	

At first, PLV was computed between all pairs of ECoG electrodes. To contrast PLV between 600	

modalities, we first computed the global mean PLV for the same time windows selected in the spectral 601	
power analysis. Subsequently, the PLV between anatomical regions, as defined in Figure 7B, was 602	
calculated by averaging across all virtual electrodes overlaying the same area. To normalize and 603	

compare PLV values from hit and miss trials we computed the sensitivity index (d’), which is defined 604	
by: 605	

 606	
where µ denotes the mean and σ the standard deviation for hit and miss trials, respectively.  607	
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Figure Legends 847	

 848	

Figure 1. Experimental setup and lateralized detection task. (A) Schematic of the experimental 849	
setup in a top view: a) LED-screen, b) speakers, c) three light-barrier-waterspout combinations (left, 850	

center, right; the red dot indicates a broken light-beam), d) pedestal, e) semi-circular acrylic tube 851	
accommodating the animal’s body. (B) Sequence of events in a single trial: (I) inter-trial window, (II) 852	
baseline window, (III) stimulus window, and (IV) response window. The three circles below each 853	

frame represent the state of the light-barriers (white = unbroken, red = broken). The center of the 854	
screen displays a static circular random noise pattern. 855	

 856	
Figure 2. Trial selection for electrophysiological analysis and corresponding RTs. (A) Example 857	
data for task performance from one ferret. The plot shows  for the uni- and bimodal audio condition. 858	

Stimulus response function fitted to performance data for the eight different stimulus intensities for the 859	
unimodal auditory condition (A) and the condition where the variable auditory stimulus was 860	

accompanied by a visual stimulus of constant contrast (Av). The dot diameter indicates the number of 861	
trials at a given stimulus intensity. The green ellipse indicates the stimulus intensity range around 75% 862	
performance from which trials were selected for subsequent analysis. The unmasked parts of the 863	

graphs indicate the range of the actually tested stimulus amplitudes. (B) Data from the same animal as 864	
shown in A for the unimodal visual condition (V) and the condition where the variable visual stimulus 865	

was accompanied by an auditory stimulus of constant intensity (Va). (C) Grand average of reaction 866	
times (RT; sec.±standard deviation) for the four different conditions for the selected trials. Asterisks 867	

indicate significant differences between modalities or pooled data from bimodal (Va and Av) and 868	
unimodal (A and V) stimulus pairs (brackets). 869	
 870	

Figure 3. Spectral power analysis of pooled hit and miss trials. (A) Trial timeline with analysis 871	
windows (baseline, stimulus and response onset, respectively); insets show screen frames and sensory 872	

stimulation. (B) Time-frequency representation of power in the three analysis time windows, 873	
expressed as change relative to baseline before trial onset for all hit and miss trials. The vertical line 874	
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represents trial, stimulus and response onset, respectively. (C) Grand average power spectra for all hit 875	

(green) and miss (red) trials±standard error of the mean (SEM). For the baseline window absolute 876	
power is shown. Note that for the windows around stimulus and response onset, the spectral change 877	
relative to the baseline window is displayed. Asterisks indicate significant differences between hits 878	

and misses within the specified frequency band (FDR corrected). Labels in C indicate theta, alpha, 879	
beta, gamma and high-gamma band, respectively. 880	

 881	
Figure 4. Grand average of functional connectivity for hit and miss trials. (A) Grand average 882	
phase locking value (PLV) for all hit (green) and miss (red) trials for the analysis time windows 883	

(baseline, stimulus- and response-onset). (B) Differences between hits and misses for the three 884	
analysis windows and changes of PLV around stimulus- and response-onset, expressed as changes 885	

relative to the baseline window. Asterisks indicate significant differences between hits and misses 886	
within the specified frequency band (FDR corrected). Labels in A denote theta, alpha, beta, gamma 887	

and high-gamma band, respectively. 888	
 889	
Figure 5. Matrices of functional connectivity across anatomical areas. Cells show population 890	

average phase locking values (PLV) for the different frequency bands, expressed as d’ for hits vs. 891	
misses, for all analysis time windows. Abbreviations: S2, secondary somatosensory cortex; PPr/c, 892	

rostral/caudal posterior parietal cortex; 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, early and higher-order visual cortex; SSY, 893	
suprasylvian field; A1, primary auditory cortex; AAF, anterior auditory field; ADF, anterior dorsal 894	
field; PPF, posterior pseudosylvian field; PSF, posterior suprasylvian field. 895	

 896	
Figure 6. Comparison of long-range (between-systems) and short-range (within-system) 897	

functional connectivity. (Left) Cortical regions were grouped into visual (magenta), parietal (blue), or 898	
auditory (orange) systems. PLV was averaged for all pairs of regions that were located within the 899	
same system (grey arrows) and pairs between systems (red arrows). Subsequently, d’ was calculated 900	

for hit and miss trial PLVs. (Right) Differences of between-region and within-region PLV (d’) are 901	
plotted as a function of carrier frequencies. Large values indicate higher between-system PLV during 902	
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hit compare to miss trials. Symbols indicate significant differences between baseline and stimulus 903	

onset (*), baseline and response onset (o), and stimulus onset to response onset (+), respectively. 904	
 905	
Figure 7. ECoG recordings from the ferret brain. (A). Lateral view of the left hemisphere. Lines 906	

mark sulci on the posterior part. (B) Functional and anatomical organization of the posterior part of the 907	
ferret brain; adopted from Bizley et al. (2007). (C) Schematic of the implanted ECoG (contact spacing: 908	

1.5mm; ø: 250µm). (D) In-situ picture of the ECoG array over the left posterior hemisphere during 909	
implantation. Abbreviations: LS, lateral sulcus; SSS, suprasylvian sulcus; other abbreviations as in 910	
Fig. 5.  911	
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Tables 912	

 913	

Table 1. Statistics for frequency resolved power analysis for hit and miss trials. The table shows 914	
p-values for all t-tests within frequency bands, trial outcome, and across all time points of interest; 915	

italics indicate significant comparisons (p<0.001; FDR corrected). 916	
Frequency	

	

Theta	 Alpha	 Beta	 Gamma	 High-Gamma	

Baseline	vs.	stimulus	onset	window	

Hit	vs.	hit	 0.22	 0.26	 0.44	 >0.001	 0.053	

Miss	vs.	miss	 0.23	 0.54	 0.99	 >0.001	 >0.001	

	 Stimulus	onset	vs.	response	onset	window	

Hit	vs.	hit	 0.03	 0.18	 0.08	 >0.001	 >0.001	

Miss	vs.	miss	 0.21	 0.62	 0.53	 0.08	 >0.001	

	 Response	onset	window	vs.	baseline	

Hit	vs.	hit	 0.10	 0.46	 0.98	 0.01	 >0.001	

Miss	vs.	miss	 0.25	 0.58	 0.79	 >0.001	 >0.001	

 917	
Table 2. Statistics for frequency resolved functional connectivity analysis for all time points of 918	

interest for hit and miss trials. The table shows p-values for all t-tests within frequency bands, trial 919	
outcome and across all time points of interest; italics indicate significant contrasts (FDR corrected). 920	

Frequency	

	

Theta	 Alpha	 Beta	 Gamma	 High-Gamma	

Baseline	vs.	stimulus	onset	window	

Hit	vs.	hit	 0.12	 <0.001	 <0.001	 <0.001	 <0.001	

Miss	vs.	miss	 0.75	 <0.001	 <0.001	 <0.001	 <0.001	

	 Stimulus	onset	vs.	response	onset	window	

Hit	vs.	hit	 0.03	 <0.001	 0.36	 <0.001	 <0.001	

Miss	vs.	miss	 0.79	 0.07	 0.67	 0.17	 <0.001	

	 Response	onset	window	vs.	baseline	

Hit	vs.	hit	 <0.001	 0.02	 0.003	 <0.001	 <0.001	

Miss	vs.	miss	 0.84	 <0.001	 <0.001	 <0.001	 <0.001	

  921	
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Supplements 922	

 923	

Supplementary Figure 1. Spectral power for uni- and bimodal stimulation conditions. Grand 924	
average power spectra for baseline, stimulus- and response-onset for all hit trials (green), all miss trials 925	

(red) and for the hit trials of each stimulus condition (Av: blue; Va: yellow; A: orange; V: purple). For 926	
the baseline window absolute power is shown. Note that for the windows centered around stimulus 927	
and response onset, the spectral change relative to the baseline window is displayed. For ANOVA 928	

results, see Supplementary Table 1. 929	
 930	

Supplementary Figure 2. Frequency specific power topographies for all analysis time windows. 931	
Topographic representation of power for all frequency bands and analysis time windows, expressed as 932	
d’ for the difference between hits and misses. High values indicate dominance during hit compare to 933	

miss trials. Negative values indicate increased power during the miss compare to hit trials. 934	
Abbreviations: LS, lateral sulcus; SSS, suprasylvian sulcus. 935	

 936	
Supplementary Figure 3. Grand average functional connectivity for uni- and bimodal 937	
stimulation conditions. Grand average phase locking value (PLV) for all analysis time windows 938	

(baseline, stimulus and response onset) for all hit trials (green), all miss trials (red) and for the hit trials 939	
of each stimulus condition (Av: blue; Va: yellow; A: orange; V: purple). 940	

 941	
Supplementary Figure 4. Within- and between system functional connectivity for all frequencies 942	

and analysis time windows. Cortical regions were grouped into visual (magenta), parietal (blue), or 943	
auditory (orange) systems. PLV was averaged for all pairs of regions that were located within the 944	
same system (grey arrows) and pairs between systems (red arrows). Bar plots display the sensitivity 945	

index (d’) for difference between hit and miss trial PLV for the theta, alpha, beta, gamma, high-946	
gamma frequency bands, as well as for broadband (BB) data averaged across all frequency bands. 947	

Panels show data for within system PLV (left) and between system PLV (right) for all analysis time 948	
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windows. Lines between bars indicate significant differences. For ANOVA results, see Supplementary 949	

Table 5. 950	
 951	
Supplementary Figure 5. Modality specific comparison of long-range (between-systems) and 952	

short-range (within-system) functional connectivity. (Top) Cortical regions were grouped into 953	
visual (magenta), parietal (blue), or auditory (orange) systems. PLV was averaged for all pairs of 954	

regions that were located within the same system (grey arrows) and pairs between systems (red 955	
arrows). Subsequently, d’ was calculated for hit and miss trial PLVs. (Bottom) Plots shows the 956	
differences of between-region and within-region PLV (d’) as a function of carrier frequencies for each 957	

stimulation condition (Top left: A; top right: V; bottom left: Av; bottom right: Va). Large values 958	
indicate higher between-system PLV during hit compare to miss trials. Symbols indicate significant 959	

differences between baseline and stimulus onset (*), baseline and response onset (o), and stimulus 960	
onset to response onset (+), respectively. For modality specific ANOVA and post hoc t-test results see 961	

Supplementary Tables 6-9.  962	
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Supplementary Table 1. One-way ANOVA results between the four conditions (Av, Va, A and V) as 963	

main factor for the data shown in Supplementary Figure 1. 964	
Frequency	 Theta	 Alpha	 Beta	 Gamma	 High-Gamma	

Time	 	 	 	 	 	

Baseline	 F(3,	44)	=	0.02,		
p>0.05	

F(3,	76)	=	0.03,		
p>0.05	

F(3,	60)	=	0.01,		
p>0.05	

F(3,	412)	=	0.02,		
p>0.05	

F(3,	652)	=	0.09,		
p>0.05	

Stimulus	onset	 F(3,	44)	=	0.03,		
p>0.05	

F(3,	76)	=	0.01,		
p>0.05	

F(3,	60)	=	0,	
p>0.05	

F(3,	412)	=	0.4,		
p>0.05	

F(3,	652)	=	0.06,		
p>0.05	

Response	onset	 F(3,	 44)	 =	 0.02,	
p>0.05	

F(3,	 76)	 =	 0.03,	
p>0.05	

F(3,	 60)	 =	 0.02,	
p>0.05	

F(3,	412)	=	0.05,	
p>0.05	

F(3,	652)	=	0.07,	
p>0.05	

 965	

Supplementary Table 2. p-values of the post hoc t-test results for data shown in Supplementary 966	
Figure 3 for the baseline analysis window; italics indicate significant contrasts (Bonferroni corrected). 967	

Frequency	 Theta	 Alpha	 Beta	 Gamma	 High-Gamma	

A	à	V	 >0.05	 0.004	 0.035	 <0.001	 <0.001	
A	à	Av	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	
A	à	Va	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	 <0.001	 <0.001	
V	à	Av	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	 <0.001	 <0.001	
V	àVa	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	 0.038	 0.003	
Av	à	Va	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	 <0.001	 <0.001	

 968	
Supplementary Table 3. p-values of the post hoc t-test results for data shown in Supplementary 969	

Figure 3 for the stimulus onset analysis window; italics indicate significant contrasts (Bonferroni 970	
corrected). 971	

Frequency	 Theta	 Alpha	 Beta	 Gamma	 High-Gamma	

A	à	V	 >0.05	 0.022	 0.025	 <0.001	 <0.001	
A	à	Av	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	
A	à	Va	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	 <0.001	 <0.001	
V	à	Av	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	 <0.001	 <0.001	
V	àVa	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	 0.002	
Av	à	Va	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	 <0.001	 <0.001	

  972	
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Supplementary Table 4. p-values of the post hoc t-test results for data shown in Supplementary 973	

Figure 3 for the response onset analysis window; italics indicate significant contrasts (Bonferroni 974	
corrected). 975	

Frequency	 Theta	 Alpha	 Beta	 Gamma	 High-Gamma	

A	à	V	 >0.05	 0.035	 0.02	 <0.001	 <0.001	
A	à	Av	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	
A	à	Va	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	 <0.001	 <0.001	
V	à	Av	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	 <0.001	 <0.001	
V	àVa	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	 0.005	
Av	à	Va	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	 0.002	 <0.001	

 976	
Supplementary Table 5. Two-way ANOVA results with System (within auditory; within visual; 977	
within parietal; between visual and auditory; between visual and parietal: between auditory and 978	

parietal) and Time (Baseline, stimulus and response onset) as main factors for the data shown in 979	
Supplementary Figure 4. 980	
Frequency	 Theta	 Alpha	 Beta	 Gamma	 High-Gamma	 Broadband	

ANOVA	 	 	 	 	 	 	

System	 F(5,	375)	=	
17.69,		

p<0.001	

F(5,	375)	=	
30.55,		

p<0.001	

F(5,	375)	=	
17.31,		

p<0.001	

F(5,	375)	=	
18.9,		

p<0.001	

F(5,	375)	=	
15.45,		

p<0.001	

F(5,	375)	=	
18.85,		

p<0.001	
Time	 F(2,	375)	=	

12.17,		

p<0.001	

F(2,	375)	=	
8.33,		

p<0.001	

F(2,	375)	=	
5.4,	p=0.005	

F(2,	375)	=	
7.15,		

p<0.001	

F(2,	375)	=	
6.79,		

p=0.001	

F(2,	375)	=	
12.23,		

p<0.001	
Interaction	 F(10,	 375)	 =	

0.88,	p>0.05	

F(10,	 375)	 =	
0.55,	p>0.05	

F(10,	 375)	 =	
0.6,	p>0.05	

F(10,	 375)	 =	
0.35,	p>0.05	

F(10,	 375)	 =	
0.44,	p>0.05	

F(10,	 375)	 =	
0.51,	p>0.05	

 981	
Supplementary Table 6. ANOVA and post hoc t-test (p-values) results for data shown in 982	

Supplementary Figure 5 for the auditory modality; italics indicate significant contrasts (Bonferroni 983	
corrected). Abbreviations: BL = Baseline; SO = Stimulus-onset; RO = Response-onset. 984	

Frequency	 Theta	 Alpha	 Beta	 Gamma	 High-Gamma	

ANOVA	 F(2,	6)	=	0.23,	
p>0.05	

F(2,	12)	=	7.32,	
p=0.008	

F(2,	9)	=	8.03,	
p=0.01	

F(2,	75)	=	7.45,	
p=0.001	

F(2,	120)	=	5.01,		
p=0.008	

Post	hoc	t-test	 	 	 	 	 	

BL	à	SO	 >0.05	 0.04	 0.01	 0.004	 0.01	

SO	à	RO	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	 0.004	 >0.05	

BL	à	RO	 >0.05	 0.01	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	

  985	
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Supplementary Table 7. ANOVA and post hoc t-test (p-values) results for data shown in 986	

Supplementary Figure 5 for the visual modality; italics indicate significant contrasts (Bonferroni 987	
corrected). Abbreviations: BL = Baseline; SO = Stimulus-onset; RO = Response-onset. 988	

Frequency	 Theta	 Alpha	 Beta	 Gamma	 High-Gamma	

ANOVA	 F(2, 6) = 4.21,  
p>0.05	

F(2, 12) = 8.53, 
p=0.005	

F(2, 9) = 5.33, 
p=0.03	

F(2, 75) = 10.62,  
p<0.001	

F(2, 120) = 9.63, 
p<0.001	

Post	hoc	t-test	 	 	 	 	 	

BL	à	SO	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	 0.001	 0.001	
SO	à	RO	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	 0.002	
BL	à	RO	 >0.05	 0.004	 0.04	 >0.05	 >0.05	

 989	
Supplementary Table 8. ANOVA and post hoc t-test (p-values) results for data shown in 990	
Supplementary Figure 5 for the auditory stimulation accompanied by a constant visual stimulus (Av); 991	

italics indicate significant contrasts (Bonferroni corrected). Abbreviations: BL = Baseline; SO = 992	
Stimulus-onset; RO = Response-onset. 993	

Frequency	 Theta	 Alpha	 Beta	 Gamma	 High-Gamma	

ANOVA	 F(2,	6)	=	1.65,		
p>0.05	

F(2,	12)	=	12.14,	
p=0.001	

F(2,	9)	=	5.25,	
p=0.031	

F(2,	75)	=	10.37,	
p<0.001	

F(2,	120)	=	
17.96,	p<0.001	

Post	hoc	t-test	 	 	 	 	 	

BL	à	SO	 >0.05	 0.02	 0.04	 0.001	 <0.001	
SO	à	RO	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	 0.006	
BL	à	RO	 >0.05	 0.001	 >0.05	 0.01	 0.02	

 994	
Supplementary Table 9. ANOVA and post hoc t-test (p-values) results for the data shown in 995	

Supplementary Figure 5 for the visual stimulation accompanied by a constant auditory stimulus (Va); 996	
italics indicate significant contrasts (Bonferroni corrected). Abbreviations: BL = Baseline; SO = 997	
Stimulus-onset; RO = Response-onset. 998	

Frequency	 Theta	 Alpha	 Beta	 Gamma	 High-Gamma	

ANOVA	 F(2,	6)	=	5.09,		
p>0.05	

F(2,	12)	=	6.66,	
p=0.011	

F(2,	9)	=	4.07,		
p>0.05	

F(2,	75)	=	5.88,	
p=0.004	

F(2,	120)	=	
11.12,	p<0.001	

Post	hoc	t-test	 	 	 	 	 	

BL	à	SO	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	 0.04	 <0.001	
SO	à	RO	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	 0.03	

BL	à	RO	 >0.05	 0.01	 >0.05	 >0.05	 >0.05	

 999	
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